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Introduction

Until the late twentieth century, the Spanish eighteenth century had been largely ignored by the

English-speaking historical community. Looking backward through the constant and particularly

acute economic and civil strife of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, previous historians had

seen in the 1700s a consistent inability on the part of the Spanish to modernize and overcome

their backward socio-economic policies and blinding religiosity. These failures accounted for the

economic decay and the still-birth of liberalism which would characterize and explain Spain’s

difficulties and failures in the times that followed.

However, in many ways, the beginning of the 1700s had marked the start of a new era for Spain:

a dynastic struggle between the French Bourbons and the Hapsburgs over the Spanish throne, the

Spanish War of Succession, ended with the ascendance of the first Bourbon king, Philip V, to the

Spanish throne in 1713.
1

Beginning with Philip, and continuing through the reigns of the

Bourbon monarchs who followed him, impressive political, social and economic reforms were

conceived, developed, and in many cases seen through successfully. Among the more ambitious

programs undertaken was a large-scale recruitment initiative beginning in 1767 to re-populate

the sparsely inhabited provinces of Sierra Morena and Andalusia in the south of Spain. The

project aimed to fill the uncultivated countryside with nuevas poblaciones, or new settlements of

foreign laborers who were recruited from disparate parts of Europe.

The theses of this essay are two-fold. First, I argue that previous historians have failed to

adequately situate the repopulation and the ideas which drove this project in the context of their

uniquely Spanish history. I analyze the decision-making process that drove the repopulation

project, whose purpose was to enhance the productivity and, in turn, the wealth and prosperity of

the kingdom, to show that it was a program whose design was the result of a reconfiguration and

reconciliation of traditional and novel settlement practices, and not, as has been previously

argued, a completely novel social experiment borne out of the minds of prominent

Enlightenment thinkers. The project had a matrix of influences whose complexity and dynamism

suggests that Spain was neither completely wedded to outdated traditions nor mimicking the



policies and intellectual trends of other nations to which many prominent Spanish thinkers

subscribed.

Second, whereas many historians have treated the Spanish as uniquely inhibited by their

religiosity, I argue that, at least in one key instance, Catholicity was subordinate to other

considerations. I investigate a heretofore ignored episode of international competition in 1768

between Spain and Great Britain to recruit an Orthodox Greek colony settled in Corsica, an effort

made possible by an extrapolation of the policies of the large-scale recruitment and repopulation

project. I argue that the effort to recruit the Greek colony highlights the flexibility and tenacity of

Spanish diplomacy at a time of sensitive international, imperial rivalries—an image of Spanish

government that has too rarely been drawn.
2

The democratic revolutions, the rise of Prussia, the expansion of the British Empire, and the

incredible political and philosophical intellectual production in France have all constituted, and

in many ways still do constitute major milestones and the essential foundations of modern

European culture in a variety of narratives about Western civilization. Spain was, until recently,

thought to stand in stark contrast with its eighteenth-century neighbors and was largely excluded

from these grandiose narratives, considered by historians both old and contemporary to have

become modern only by imitation and after tremendous religious resistance. A primary aim of

this thesis is to undermine the assumptions which made this contrast seem viable.

In the historical community, Spain had a reputation as the backward cousin of Europe for

centuries.
3

Charles III, who was king during the years that fall under the purview of my thesis,

was sometimes one of the few anomalies to that tradition; a handful of historians went so far as

to include him on their short list of eighteenth-century enlightened absolutists despots and often

credited him as the Bourbon monarch who most revived Spain economically, culturally, and

politically.
4

Unfortunately, in those instances, his inclusion in their narratives never consisted of

more than an ‘honorable mention,’ without a proper treatment of Spanish eighteenth century

history to supplement it. Spain was pigeon-holed for its financial troubles, its struggles to

maintain control over its colonies, and the supposed endurance of its constraining relationship



with the Catholic Church. Ultimately, in the eyes of historians, Spain had failed to modernize as

a result of its uniquely backward and ultra-religious culture.

Since Spain began to emerge as a significant economic and political contender in the Western

global community following the death of its longtime dictator Francisco Franco in 1975,

historians have started to extensively reexamine the period. However, the revisionist willingness

to ask with greater sensitivity the old question: “what went wrong in Spain?” is inadequate.
5

What is needed is recognition that to insist upon viewing Spanish modernization exclusively as a

response to events in other European nations is narrow-minded and does not meet the facts. We

can take inspiration from historian David Ringrose, who on a broader scale has argued for

fundamental reassessment of how Spanish history should be approached, to differently

understand Spain. In order to understand modern Spain, he unearths and reexamines the

eighteenth century to find the economic and political roots of modern Spanish society, rather

than reason how the black sheep of the European family may have in fact ‘been in tune’ with its

Enlightened neighbors all along or, inversely, suddenly came-to in the twentieth century and

sprinted to catch up.

The series of decisions reached by Charles and the members of the Council of Castile between

September 1766 and April 1767 which are the historical objects of this essay’s enquiry, exhibit

all the elements for which we look in acts whose ideological and political character we would

declare uniquely Spanish. Unfortunately, they are not included in Ringrose’s work and are, in

general, overlooked by English-language historians. While there are a number of

English-language works on Spain in the period under consideration, by far the most commonly

cited is John Lynch’s Bourbon Spain, 1700-1808, which mentions the repopulation project only

in passing, and whose account of it relies on insubstantial evidence and is, in short, incorrect. For

the background of the project and an evaluation of its success, Lynch relies on the journals of

two English travelers who passed through southern Spain a decade after the project was initiated.

For an evaluation of the project’s meaning and importance, he cites the biographer of a renowned

Francophile in the Spanish bureaucracy who judges the internal colonization as a “social



experiment…[and] enlightened programme untrammeled by the Spanish past.”
6

I argue that this

evaluation is incorrect; far from being the exclusive product of borrowed philosophical musings,

the idea which shaped the repopulation derived directly from those which had shaped older

Spanish polices.

In contrast to the English-speaking world, the late twentieth century saw a proliferation of

histories large and small on the resettlement of Sierra Morena and Andalusia in post-Franco

Spain. Sensitive during and immediately after Franco’s dictatorship, Spanish historians were

scrambling to prove that Spain could be considered a respectable and modern nation which did,

in fact, have a commonality in an Enlightenment heritage that it could point to. The fault which a

majority of these texts have in common is their assumption that the repopulation was an

enlightenment project whose conceptualization was almost entirely drawn from the personal

philosophies of men such as Pedro Rodriguez of Campomanes, the fiscal
7

at the time the

repopulation project was configured, or Pablo of Olavide, the highest-ranking administrator of

the new settlements.
8

The planning process which brought the repopulation project to bear, and

which exposes the intellectual roots of the project, is either completely disregarded or

oversimplified at best.

In his prologue to Manuel Capel’s La Carolina, capital de las nuevas poblaciones, one of the

most highly cited Spanish-language histories on the repopulation, Vincente Palacio Atard

characterizes the project as a product of enlightenment thought. The new settlements were an

attempt to create the ideal rural society, a utopia, he argues, “unobstructed by a historical legacy”

and “conceived thanks to Reason…which illuminated everything in the Enlightenment.
9

This

argument is echoed in numerous essays on the repopulation project. José Lopez de Sebastián in

his classic Reforma agrarian en España argues in the repopulation project historians can see

“how Spaniards received the modern theories of their time” which materialized in an effort to

“create agricultural communities absentminded of the surrounding reality and based in usual

principles.”
10



Miguel Avilés Fernández, investigating the relationship between the new settlements and

enlightenment visions of utopia, similarly argues that utopian visions “inspired the creation of

this adventure of our enlightenment thinkers which today we welcome.”
11

To historians such as

Atard, Sebastián, and Fernández, the project was exclusively the product of eighteenth century,

pan-European enlightenment thought. I do not dispute that in the eighteenth century, as now,

international and domestic policies were informed by the practices of neighboring countries. To

ignore the influence and interchange between countries would be a grave error in method.

Instead, I argue that the foreign recruitment and internal repopulation project undertaken by

Charles III and his ministers in the 1760s need not be considered an ‘enlightenment experiment’

to create a utopian society, to the extent that this label serves as an attempt to inscribe it into a

western discourse of liberalism, modernization, and progress, in which Spain receives

enlightenment but does not produce it. It should instead be situated in an older and established

Spanish history: a colonial one.

Also common to nearly all literature in the English and Spanish languages regarding the

repopulation is the assumption that, while the Church as an earthly institution was attacked by

Charles III and his ministers, religion was always a fundamental requirement for any recruited

foreign laborers. Most authors now agree that the monarchy exercised unprecedented control

over the clerical establishment—Lynch argues the Church was more submissive and dependent

on the monarchy than it had ever have been before (or afterwards), while others go as far as to

say that the eighteenth century marked the Church’s “collapse.”
12

However, underneath the

descriptions of virulent attacks on the Church administration by Spanish reformers, it is always

taken for granted that the drive behind the belligerence was a distaste for the far-reaching hand of

the papacy and the economic excesses and privileges of the Spanish clergy, and never a disregard

for the Catholic faith itself, which remained an essential influence on their policies. Lesmes, like

other historians, argues, in an essay on the relationship between the Church and state at the start

of the repopulation, that the king demanded a strict vigilance over the recruits before they

entered Spain in order to impede the immigration of non-Catholics and exercised “the most



scrupulous care” in making sure that the “new subjects of the Crown would be provided with the

necessary spiritual nourishment for the support of its religious life.”
13

I argue that the effort to

recruit the Greek colony on Corsica challenges the assumption that Catholicity was an inflexible

requirement for the laborers recruited as part of the repopulation effort. No examination of the

record can avoid the conclusion that Spanish officials’ faith did not inhibit them from putting

practical priorities above spiritual ones and they were, in fact, willing to recruit and

accommodate non-Catholic, able-bodied laborers.



Contracting for Domestic Development
The beginnings of the repopulation project are found in September of 1766, when Charles III

was presented with an offer to recruit foreign Catholic laborers and artisans and send them to

Spain’s American territories in order to establish brand new colonies. Though the proposal was

fairly typical, it was not immediately accepted by the Spanish monarchy; Charles and his

ministers needed to judge whether or not the project was in Spain’s best interests and the

proposal quickly became the subject of serious debate. After several months of a series of

deliberations concerning it, the king and the Council of Castile found the proposal to their favor,

but upon accepting it they revised it in a key respect: the original venture that had been proposed,

that of further colonizing Spanish imperial possessions and increasing the number of Spanish

vassals in the Americas, was adapted into a domestic reform project to repopulate sparsely

inhabited homelands in Spain. The monarchy, it turned out, was more interested and considered

it much more expedient to invest in Spain herself rather than in her territories abroad.

Nevertheless, the official program for repopulation that the king and his ministers produced

incorporated the first proposal with much of its original character intact as well as a series of

suggestions which had surfaced early in the deliberative process and were likewise based on

policies developed for and long applied to the Americas.

A close study of the debates which surrounded the initial proposal and shaped the final

repopulation program provides us with a way in which to adequately appreciate and understand

the repopulation project as a Spanish enterprise on every level. The final plan would also, as the

later effort to recruit the Greek colony on Corsica highlights, provide the monarchy with a policy

template from which it could draw on to satisfy both domestic and international prerogatives.

The effort constituted a flexible extrapolation of the policies which the deliberative process had

produced in order to remain competitive in Spain’s ongoing international rivalry with Great

Britain—an extrapolation so flexible, in fact, that the Spanish were willing to disregard their

written provisions regarding Catholicity.



The original proposal was presented by a Bavarian military contractor, Lieutenant-Colonel

Johann Kaspar von Thürriegel, who, no doubt aware that Spain was facing heavy competition

from Great Britain, aimed to address perceived Spanish concerns regarding their hegemony

across the Atlantic. He proposed to recruit six thousand German and Flemish settlers whose

demographics would mimic the diversity of an organically formed population, varying in age,

sex, and skill. Whole families would make their way to Puerto Rico or other Spanish Caribbean

islands to establish new settlements together rather than cadres of young men. He proposed that

the settlers would be evenly split between the sexes
14

with three thousand men and women

between the ages of sixteen and forty, one thousand men and woman between the ages of forty

and sixty-five (allowing two hundred of these to be grandparents between the ages of fifty-five

and sixty-five), one thousand boys and girls between the ages of seven and sixteen, and finally

one thousand young children under seven years of age.
15

Given this composition, fully half of the

population would be of a productive, child-bearing age, with an equal distribution of younger

and older individuals to keep families together and ensure their perpetuation.

Thürriegel appealed to the king’s religious sentiments. The settlers, he assured the monarchy,

would be Catholics, adherents to the religion of the kingdom. He offered suggestions for their

spiritual administration, advocating that religious services be made available to them: for every

five hundred colonists, he suggested, there should be a priest of the same nationality to confess

them and serve as their curate. For every thousand people there should be a bailiff, again of the

same nationality, with knowledge of Latin. However, if it was not possible to meet these terms,

he expressed his trust that the Spanish Jesuits would be perfectly capable of instructing them in

the true Christian faith.
16

Despite its detailed vision for the ideal composition of the recruited population and how it would

function as a lucrative colony for Spain, the proposal was the product of a military careerist, one

who was neither a Spaniard nor a reformer. Thürriegel has been described as an adventurer and

entrepreneur by various historians, and understandably so given his résumé.
17

Forty-four years

old when he made his trip to Spain, he had plenty of experience and credible references, albeit



established on false pretenses, to call upon when needed.
18

Born in small town of Gossersdorf to

humble parents, Thürriegel started his career as a scribe in a beer factory and later worked as a

notary, but he quickly turned to a military career. At first he fought with the Bavarian army in the

Austrian War of Succession, but he left after realizing that there was little opportunity for

upward mobility.
19

He decided to work as a mercenary, “offering his services,” writes one

historian, “to whomever, in the moment, would pay him best.”
20

There being no threat of

hegemonic power in Europe between the end of the Spanish War of Succession and the French

Revolution, the European monarchies and other political entities never ceased to be in a constant

rivalry and focused on building up their military forces. Spain was not unique in this regard—it

too underwent military reform, especially after the Seven Years War. The reforms were, in fact,

largely influenced by the Prussian military, as Charles III had sent officials to Prussia to observe

and records Prussian military tactics, which he admired. Spain also, like other nations, also

actively recruited foreign warriors to serve in the military, partially because of the unpopularity

of conscription as well as because some foreigners were thought to be particularly skilled and

adept at warfare and thus more desirable than the native Spanish population.
21

Men like

Thürriegel, then, were now out of place in the Spanish milieu of the time.
22

In the mid-1760s, after working for several different sovereigns and spending time in jail,

Thürriegel decided to try a new course and offer his services to Spain.
23

At first glance, it is

surprising that he gained an audience with the Spanish king—coming from a relatively

pedestrian background, he would have had little access to the royal court and, in fact, he only

managed to gain an audience by passing off his wife as a relative of Emperor Charles VII.
24

Thürriegel’s was to leverage his experience in military recruitment to take advantage of new

opportunities. He would recruit people as he might have done for military purposes,
25

but his

unusually foresighted goal would be to find settlers who could establish loyal, self-perpetuating

and wealth-producing colonies for Spain. In this way, he would strengthen Spain’s American

territories and help it remain competitive—Spain could both increase the revenue it received

from the colonies and augment its presence and control in the Americas.



In a memorandum which he submitted alongside his proposal, he expressed more specific

concerns and advice on certain of its points. He encouraged the king to publish a decree under

his signature and royal seal regarding the contract between them, most likely because of his past

experience of being accused and incarcerated for carrying illegal papers: the more official

documents and letters patent in Thürriegel’s possession the greater the ease with which he could

carry out the stipulations of his contract in foreign lands. He also asked to be promoted to the

rank of colonel and requested 326 reales for each person that he recruited, to be paid upon

completion of his task.
26

For the seven months during which he was to actively recruit, he

requested the stipend of four thousand reales per month, and for each of the eight officers that he

would appoint to assist him, the payment of one thousand reales per month.

He offered some cost estimates for intermediary ports where the recruits would arrive from

Germany and then continue onwards to the Americas and asked the king to determine which

were, for his purposes, the most expedient.
27

With the aid of eight officers of his choosing,

Thürriegel determined, he could complete the recruitment within seven months. However, he

made it clear, as he had in the initial proposal and nearly all subsequent documents which he

remitted, that he was not offering himself, nor did he want to serve, as an administrator; rather,

he was simply a recruiter who, because of his experience and familiarity with Germany and the

German and French languages, could successfully gather the appropriate foreign laborers and

artisans.
28

He had no interest in working out the details of the actual colonization project or

overseeing the establishment and settlement of the people he would procure—that was a task for

the Spanish bureaucracy.

Thürriegel’s proposal bore on many contemporary concerns, and to determine whether or not it

satisfied them all took nearly three quarters of a year. The proposal was first translated and then

sent to an ad-hoc junta. Comprised of the Count of Aranda, then president of the Council of

Castile, and some members of the Council of the Indies,
29

the group considered the expediency

of financing such an enterprise as Thürriegel proposed. Weighing the pros and cons of his



proposition in light of contemporary conditions in the Americas, international politics and

Spanish colonial law, the junta, in the first official review of the proposal, discouraged the

venture.

It expressed several general concerns, one of which was a skepticism regarding the proposal’s

practicality. On the most pragmatic level, the members of the junta advised against allowing the

two hundred grandparents to be included in the recruitment, who did not serve what they saw as

the principal aim of the recruitment: the establishment of new towns which would increase the

number of Charles III’s vassals in the Americas.
30

Grandparents most certainly would not be able

to reproduce and thus their presence constituted an unnecessary expense. The junta also

discouraged the inclusion of the young children under the age of seven, whose maintenance,

education, and clothing were not worth the expense, as the juveniles would for a long time be

inactive, unproductive members of their communities.

The project clearly had both long-term and short-term goals. On the one hand, already

established families would guarantee the natural perpetuation of the new settlements; on the

other, the age distribution would enable the population to hit the ground running, as it were, and

become productive almost immediately—it was, in effect, a transplantation. However, it was this

aspect of the proposal that was unsettling for the Spanish authorities. The majority of the junta’s

concerns were belied by a discomfort and distrust of the colonists’ foreignness. The junta

worried that the colonists, traveling as families and coming from the same nation(s), were likely

to continue observing their own traditions and speaking their mother tongue instead of

conforming to Spanish customs and learning Castilian. With the absence of this fundamental

cultural connection and the sense of patriotism that having a shared culture ostensibly carried

with it, could the colonists be trusted not to conduct illegal business with enemies of the crown

when there was such an active foreign presence surrounding their American territories? They

could not trust that the colonists, and their future offspring, would grow to become loyal subjects

of the Spanish crown. This presented a fundamental problem if the purpose of the enterprise was

to provide the monarchy with more loyal (and wealth producing) vassals.



The discomfort with the settlers’ foreign nationalities was not a matter of prejudice—in fact, for

centuries Spanish monarchs had been welcoming foreign vassals to their kingdom.
31

In the

eighteenth century, as historian Tamar Herzog has described, “foreign” and “native Spanish”

identities were blurred and often the foreigners who come to Spain could “become natives based

on proof that they felt loyal to the community.”
32

However, because the new colonies proposed

by Thürriegel would be established in unpopulated or deserted areas, there was no preexisting

community to integrate into nor to encourage and reinforce the new vassals’ loyalty to the

Spanish crown. Belonging and integrating into the Spanish “community” was a process, but one

which the foreign recruits would not be able to undergo.
33

In the event that the new colonists were sent across the Atlantic against their advice, the junta

insisted that Thürriegel’s proposal would have to be adopted along the lines of those Spanish

laws which had been set for the governance of the Americas. In their report they frequently cited

provisions from the Laws of the Indies which would inform and guide their acceptance (or

alteration) of methods by which the colonists should be transported and governed. All the articles

of law which the junta referenced applied as a matter of routine to the formation of new colonies

by foreign settlers in the Americas.

In addition to more logistical and technical concerns, such as the minimum number of houses

and bare essentials that were needed to form a settlement,
34

the junta’s report made reference to

the matters of vassalage and loyalty to the crown. “Forming a national body and union in the

Indies,” warned the junta, “could be very dangerous” and could, in fact, stand in direct

opposition to “the fundamental laws concerning the conservation of the religion and customs of

[the American territories in which they would settle].”
35

Specifically, the report advised that, in

conformance with existing law, the foreign colonists not be allowed to settle on the coast, where

they would pose a security risk to Spain’s most valuable colonial strongholds.
36

Offhandedly it

suggested that instead of sending the colonists to the Americas, the Spanish should send them to

what were well-known depopulated areas within Spain herself. There they would encounter

Spanish communities and Spanish authorities would have more direct oversight.
37

The junta



closed its report urging that the considerations it had enumerated be taken into account as the

deliberation on Thürriegel’s proposal continued.

The second review of the proposal was offered a month later by the then atypical figure of Pablo

of Olavide. A Creole born and raised in Peru, but who had become a servant to the Spanish

monarchy, it is curious that Olavide would have had a say in the deliberation over Thurriegel’s

proposal as, in general, creoles were marginalized by the Bourbon monarchs, especially in regard

to peninsular affairs. He did, however, represent a rare case and his opinion was solicited by the

Council of Castile in this matter.
38

Olavide was thought to have an intimate knowledge and understanding of the American

territories and thus could provide a reliable assessment of the question at hand. The opinion he

submitted was, in part, didactic in nature and began by categorizing the territories that could be

found under Spanish control into three types, acknowledging that the usefulness of his testimony

was precisely found in his intimate knowledge of the Americas.
39

After briefly discussing the

social conditions of the territories and the nature of the people who inhabited them, he addressed

whether colonies such as Thürriegel proposed would be appropriately placed within these

domains: only the last two categories of land, those which were wanting in development or

entirely deserted, could be considered appropriate, most especially the last.

However, Olavide, like the junta, was troubled by the notion of having an exclusively German

colony within the Spanish Americas. “It is necessary to consider,” he advised the council, “that it

would not be expedient to populate any of these lands only with Germans. A colony made up

solely of foreigners could not be considered Spanish.”
40

He reiterated the junta’s beliefs that

were the Germans to be left in a colony of their own, they would continue speaking their own

language, observing their own customs and thinking of no one but themselves, evidencing no

love for or fidelity to the Spanish king. Their society would be a “venal” one, “disposed to take

advantage of the first opportunity which would leave them better off, and from whom no

rigorous defense could be expected in case of invasion.”
41

Thürriegel’s contract was



inappropriate for the American context, and could possibly jeopardize Spain’s position across the

Atlantic.

Should the monarchy ultimately decide to recruit and then transport German colonists to its

territories in the Americas, Olavide believed it would then be necessary for the settlements which

they would either join or form to be composed primarily of Spanish natives. For every German

sent, he suggested, there should be sent two Spaniards.
42

The colonies which they would

establish would be governed by Spanish laws and administered spiritually by Spanish clergy.

These conditions would help to ensure that colony’s fidelity to the Spanish monarchy and

promote the hispanicization of the foreign colonists who resided in them.

His practiced observations aside, however, Olavide was not swayed by the proposal. It was his

opinion that in Spanish American colonial society manual labor was performed primarily, and

best, by African slaves. The foreigners, he assured the council, would learn this fact about

Spanish America very quickly and would naturally want to disassociate themselves from the

stigma inherent in their performing similar tasks as the slaves. They would pursue more dignified

opportunities for work at their earliest opportunities and would readily abandon their obligations

as outlined by Thürriegel’s project. Furthermore, Olavide predicted, there would likely be an

effort on the part of already established Spanish landowners to co-opt these new white settlers as

slave-drivers and workers on their plantations.

The worry that the established American Spaniards
43

would work against the plans of the crown

in their own interests belonged to a larger set of preoccupations regarding the state of economic

and political affairs between Spain and America. In general, the Bourbon monarchs asserted

more control over their colonies as competition over American resources, territory and maritime

trade between European imperial powers was grew ever fiercer, and it is generally accepted that

trade between Spain and America increased dramatically in the first two-thirds of the eighteenth

century.
44

However, it was clear that, by the 1760s, well-established systems of governance and

economy in the Americas were difficult to control and monopolize from the Iberian Peninsula.

From the years 1750-65, one historian has noted, the Spanish monarchy attempted to



“hispanicize the American government”
45

by filling the highest-ranking posts with

Spaniards—the Spanish administration was not only worried about the loyalty of foreign settlers,

but also about those who ostensibly, should have been loyal in the first place.
46

After the Seven Years War, the government felt pressure to deviate from its long-standing

policies which established monopolies and to try new approaches to Spanish-American trade.

Finding themselves short on funds in late 1765, Charles and his ministers reluctantly opened

American trade access to an additional eight ports in Spain and allowed for more open

intercontinental trade between the colonies themselves, an act which has been identified as the

initiation of comercio libre, or free trade, in the Spanish empire. However, rather than cause an

upset in prior economic relations, or exemplify a sharp turn in economic thought, the concession

by the monarchy was just that: a concession. Troubled, the monarchy tossed in the towel and

opted for a fresh approach to encourage economic development and increase revenue brought in

from the American colonies.
47

They were willing to try out a new strategy, but they were

certainly skeptical.

Pablo of Olavide was more in favor of the economic policy of 1765 than other royal officials, as

he is notorious for having been an afrancesado, or Francophile, in the sense that he subscribed to

popular currents of thought of the philosophes, among which were theories of free trade.
48

Olavide took advantage of the opportunity and used the report as an opportunity to promote his

ideas concerning which reforms would be most beneficial to the Americas’ productivity and

general economic and social condicion. The easing of restrictions on the import of African slaves

would, in his mind, bring more efficiency and wealth to Spain’s holdings, as opposed to

Thürriegel’s foreign labor and settlement project. He urged the monarchy repeatedly in his letter

to do away with the contemporary restrictions and quotas on slave imports—the question of

Thürriegel’s colonists appeared more as an afterthought, or supplement to his own opinions and

priorities.

After the two principal reports from the junta and Pablo of Olavide were submitted, Thürriegel’s

proposal was circulated within the Council of Castile. By November, the revised proposal



consisted of nine stipulations which were to endure through to the final version. They addressed

many of the concerns that had been expressed in the reports, namely the religion, nationalities,

and privileges of the colonists as well as the extent of Thürriegel’s rights and obligations.
49

All

of the stipulations were open to discussion save for the set price of 326 reales that Thürriegel

was to be paid per colonist he recruited.

There had been ample deliberation upon the proposal’s nine basic stipulations—even

Thürriegel’s translator submitted recommendations on how best to formulate the project.
50

In

terms of structure, the original character of the proposal had remained more or less intact, with

some additional provisions drawn from the junta’s report. However, by late spring of 1767, in a

fundamental way, the purpose and direction of the proposal was changed. The Council of

Castile, taking what had in the junta’s report figured as off-handed advice, decided that

resettlement would be realized in Spain instead of the Spanish American territories.

The decision to build a domestic community from scratch was not based on new ideas. For more

than a century Spanish officials had considered ‘repopulating’ the southern regions of Sierra

Morena and Andalusia. Lesmes remarks at length that during the reigns of Philips III, IV, V and

VI there was talk of repopulating areas of land for various reasons, and there are other proposals

to be found scattered in the papers of the Council of Castile,
51

including a proposal made by a

Frenchman in early 1750 to bring German colonists to Spain to “cultivate the land.”
52

However,

with a king and a council intent on addressing growing concerns that their population was

decreasing and aware that other European kingdoms were implementing similar ‘populating

ventures,’ the decision to finally carry out the project must have appeared newly expedient in late

1766 and early 1767. Russia, in particular, was accepting into her lands large numbers of Greeks

and Poles, who were anxious to emigrate as a result of conflicts within the Ottoman Empire.

Britain was recruiting Greeks, French, and Germans to its colonies in the Americas, both to its

older settlements in what is now Pennsylvania and to its newly acquired territories in Florida.
53

“Although in the other times,” the Council wrote in the spring of 1767, “people wanted to debate

whether or not it was expedient to bring foreigners to repair our depopulation… the Council, if it



wants, can instruct itself of the truth of the situation.”
54

Though the Spanish population was, in

fact, growing at an incredible rate during the eighteenth century,
55

the Council, citing the

numerous expulsions of Jews, Moors, and vast and continuing immigration of Spaniards to the

Americas, was convinced that the Spanish population was shrinking.
56

“It is an axiom in political

science and government,” wrote the Council in a report regarding Thurriegel’s proposal in

February of 1767, “that the power and wealth of a state is yielded by the abundance of its

population.”
57

The Council decided that it was time to deal with the problem proactively.

The repopulation project was not solely informed by older Spanish policies. The Council saw it

as part of a broader economic and social reform in the mid-eighteenth century to release the

Spanish agricultural system from the influence of nobles and ecclesiastics who sat on huge tracts

of uncultivated land. Before the reign of Charles III, efforts had already been made on the part of

his predecessor’s ministers to address deficits in revenue and flaws in the Spanish tax system

which, by extension, went hand in hand with an initiative to address social and infrastructural

problems of the kingdom.
58

Some proposals entailed a drastic change in fiscal policy, most

notably a change from a diversity of rentas provinciales, private taxes specific to the several

Spanish provinces and levied on consumer goods and services, to a single ‘income tax’ which

would be calculated according to each citizen’s ability to pay. Ferdinand VI did, in fact, issue a

royal decree in 1749 abolishing provincial taxes, one which, while its intended scope was not

fully realized, cut tax farmers out the middle men in the tax collection process and brought taxes

under the uniform control of the king and his ministers.
59

However, while these achievements

were considerable, they were resisted: to the Church and the nobility, the reforms could

constitute nothing less than an attack on their personal fiscal and social privileges, and they

managed to counteract much of the change by quiet protest and, later, by successfully agitating

to remove from power the minister whose influence had driven the initiatives.
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The most substantial land reform was seen under Charles III’s reign, in large part due to Pedro

Rodriguez of Campomanes. Starting in 1763, the government issued a suspension of evictions

for those who had been on short-term leases and, following the example of the intendente of



Badajoz, ordered that southern provinces distribute town lands to the neediest peasants, with

preference to landless laborers and farmers, at low fixed rents.
61

The intention was to increase

cultivation and productivity by making use of lands that lay either unattended or in manos

muertas, the hands of those who did not cultivate their property, such as the clergy.
62

Spain was

having difficulty producing enough grain to supply its growing population, and was relying

heavily on imports from its colonies in the Americas.

Two important practical goals of the construction of the new settlements then, were to cultivate

more grain on Spain’s own unused land and establish safe-posts and guardians for the

carriageways that ran from the southern coast of Spain, where imports from the Americas were

received, to Madrid in the center of the peninsula. Influenced by both old precedents and new

lines of thinking, the Council of Castile laid down the rules for the carrying out of an internal

agricultural and economic reform. The goals of the reform were in the long term, to further

increase Spain’s population and to make use of the land that lay uncultivated. In addition, Pablo

of Olavide was named as the primary administrator of the project as Pedro of Larrumbe, the

Spanish royal official who would have been the first choice for the appointment, was

incapacitated by serious illness.
63

The lands to which the foreign colonists were to be sent were not always ‘deserted’ in the sense

that nobody owned or inhabited them. Quite to the contrary; much of the territory was

uncultivated land appropriated from Spanish nobles, the unused communal property of towns, or

lands that surrounded the royal road connecting Cádiz, the port city at which all imports from the

Americas was received, to Madrid, which had no established populations but which teemed with

bandits and vagrants.
64

While the appropriation of the last two categories of land by the Spanish

government certainly presented a significant social restructuring, it was the first category, though

it constituted but a small percentage of the land that was used,
65

that was the most remarkable,

and also the most problematic.

Although those who were unburdened of their property were ostensibly compensated, many

protested that, beside the fact that they did not agree with the measure to begin with, the



compensation was inadequate. On the whole, their protestations were to little or no avail. The

council made sure to include a provision in one of the contracts they would publish, to prevent

the dispossessed from petitioning or being recompensed in any way that could “interfere or

paralyze the development of the new settlements.”
66

The Council, probably most especially

Campomanes, who had denounced the inefficiency of the agricultural system and the

impediments of noble and ecclesiastical landholdings in a tract he had published only two years

before, was ready to reform and reshape Spain’s economic and agricultural structure with little

sympathy for its unproductive aristocracy.
67

In the end, three royal decrees constituted the Spanish monarchy’s positive response to the

proposal. First, Thürriegel’s contract with the Spanish monarchy, published on 2 April, 1767,

consisted of a longer and more detailed version of the earlier nine stipulations discussed above. It

also outlined Thürriegel’s obligations and the specifications for the colonists that were to be

brought to Spain from Germany and Flanders. A full three months later, on 5 July, the second

decree was published, documenting the official instructions for the royal commissioners who

were to facilitate the receipt of the foreign colonists in the port cities in which they were to

disembark. Consisting of nineteen stipulations, the instructions officially announced the

leadership and administrative role bestowed upon Pablo of Olavide and outlined the rules which

both he and the commissioners were to observe. Third, and perhaps most importantly, a fuero de

población was published two days later, laying down in detail the rules and laws under which the

new colonists were to establish their settlements and conduct their lives.

The fuero which the Council published was a mixture of established Spanish legal precedents

and some novel social and economic arrangements. The colonists who were to colonize southern

Spain were required to observe the laws that governed the territories in which they made their

settlement, but they were also allowed substantial privileges, many of which were derived from

the laws pertaining to the settlement of American territories to which the initial junta had

referred in its report. Most of those privileges which were taken from existing precedents

pertained to the material and logistical aspects of the settlement: the colonists were given large



plots of land, 50 fanegas, or around 80 acres,
68

a variety of livestock, and functional agricultural

tools to facilitate a quick and proper settlement. At the same time, there were ostensibly strict

rules and regulations imposed on them: they were required to be Catholic and, as was determined

from the outset, they could be of no higher status than a laborer or small artisan.
69

They were

also restricted from pursuing education higher than the primary level and in when and whether

they and their offspring could leave the land they had been granted for cultivation.

At the project’s conception, the main concerns driving it were mainly economic, not explicitly

social. Though the repopulation effort was contemporaneous with significant educational and

administrative reforms in Spain, the foreign settlers were not brought into the kingdom to join

the cultured elite—they were recruited to form part of a broad agricultural reform and, in a crude

way, were viewed as units of wealth. Though they would initially present an expense for the

treasury and were granted an exemption from paying tribute to the crown for ten years, in the end

they were meant to produce wealth and maximize Spanish resources. Their relocation was an

investment.

The long-term and large-scale project to settle foreign Catholic laborers in southern Spain served

as a framework for a general policy to address Spain’s economic needs in the late 1760s. Both

Charles III and the Council of Castile proved to be flexible and pragmatic, even opening the

floor to the Creole Pablo of Olavide who, only fifty years earlier, would not have been asked to

participate in on the deliberation and planning process, much less granted primary oversight over

the general repopulation project. A documentary study of the lengthy consideration which

Thürriegel’s proposal received reveals that, contrary to the arguments of previous historiography,

the recruitment and repopulation initiatives that the Spanish monarchy undertook were not solely

or even largely the product of borrowed Enlightenment ideas.



Domestic Initiatives and Geopolitics:
“The Corsican Question”70

Why sleep lethargic!—crush the foe,
And ward the meditated blow.

Had Cadiz known thy hostil pow’r,
Sunk in the dust th’embattled tow’r
Had quell’d the Spaniard’s pride;

No more had Bourbon’s hydra-race
(While black Dishonor veil’d his face)

A Conqu’ror’s arms defy’d.
71

If the Spanish crown was drawing its ideas from its own history and books of precedent, it was

also flexible in ways previously unimagined. Only six months after the Council published the

fuero de población it adopted the document to authorize the recruitment of a Greek colony on

Ajaccio, Corsica. In the case of the Greek colony, domestic and international concerns explicitly

converged; in an effort to hinder Great Britain’s own recruitment efforts, the Spanish completely

disregarded their documented prerequisite of Catholicity to recruit the Orthodox Greeks on

Corsica and include them in the repopulation project.



The Spanish governments’ attempt to recruit the Greek colony was made at a turbulent time, for

in 1768 Corsica lay at the heart of political maneuvering among European powers. The French

had briefly annexed the island in 1553 and, since the late sixteenth century, had enjoyed

considerable influence over Corsican affairs. Although the Republic of Genoa had officially

exercised control over the island for centuries, the relationship between the Genoese and the

French was characterized by what one historian has described as a tutelage; while the Genoese

paid “the cost of [the island’s] administration and [bore] the grief caused by its rebellious

people,” the French could sit back and “reap the advantages.”
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The English, concerned that

France had designs in the Mediterranean and fearing that fearing that France planned to assumed

permanent sovereignty over the small island whose location made its possession so geopolitically

important, pressed for transparency in French policies.

Why in 1768, given that the French position was a lucrative one, was Great Britain afraid that

France would attempt to assume direct control of Corsica? The British were aware that concern

had heightened in the French court when the exploitative character and decadence of Genoese

rule incited a Corsican rebellion in 1729. It was an event in which no other major power had

taken much interest or intervened but which had nevertheless left the French uncomfortable and

nervous. After the Spanish War of Succession, during which French gained a familial ally in

Spain but the Spanish lost several key territories in Europe, and especially following Spain’s

cession of Gibraltar and Minorca to England with the Treaty of Paris in 1763, control of the

Mediterranean had become a serious concern for all the major European monarchies.
73

Political

and social instability, not to mention the likelihood of rebellion, in the Mediterranean were no

longer acceptable. Unlike in the previous century, the French could no longer afford to have an

indirect influence over the little island. In order to secure their interests and power in Europe, the

prudent choice in 1768 was direct annexation.

The British, as well as the Spanish, were anything but naïve about the stirring preoccupations of

the French court. In early December of 1767, the Marquis of Viviani, the Spanish ambassador to

Florence, wrote to the Council of Castile that the minister of England resident in the Florentine



Court was “conducting business in the name of General Paoli” (the most prominent nationalist

Corsican leader at the time) when the latter was absent, as well as on “other important

occasions.”
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There were rumors that the British were planning to take possession of Ajaccio, the

best seaport on Corsica, and in late April there seemed to be concrete evidence that the English

were increasing the number of ships they had in the Mediterranean.
75

In London, the Prince of Maserano, the Spain’s ambassador to England, observed while

increasing numbers of “secret conferences” and meetings were held and tensions rose between

the French ambassador and British representatives after plans for the cession of Corsica were

officially announced. In early July, Maserano reported to the Council of Castile that the

atmosphere in England had become one of disquiet and confrontation:
Lord Shelburne said that he did not want to break the peace, and
somewhat angrily added that as a good minister and citizen he
would never allow France to gain any advantage over England.
[Chatelet] answered that he too, as a good ambassador and good
vassal of his most Christian Majesty, would not allow that England
should gain any advantage over France, adding that he did not see
in the present case an instance in which his court was trying to take
something belonging to England, since Corsica [was] not
England’s…
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For months heated discussions continued between the two powers. Although the British had

formerly denounced the Corsicans as illegitimate rebels when they had rebelled against the

Genoese in 1729,
77

it seemed crystal clear to everyone, especially after Paoli had been

represented by an English diplomat in the Florentine court, that the British had changed their

minds. “We infer,” wrote Maserano, “that from now on [the British] will secretly help the

Corsicans with money and arms in order so that they can oppose the French.”
78

Initially, the Council of Castile’s only interest in Corsica was using it as a dumping ground for

the Jesuits Spain had recently expulsed from the Iberian Peninsula and Spanish territories

abroad—Corsica was an easily accessible location to which to transport members of the exiled

order.
79

Although the Republic of Genoa would not allow the Jesuits to pass to their continental

territories, it was perfectly willing to allow them to relocate to the island while it was still in their



possession—they had little regard for whether or not the mass immigration might present

difficulties to the native population as, by the time they had agreed to the transfer, the Republic

was in the process of relinquishing its sovereignty over Corsica to France.

Although the arrangement between Spain and Genoa was disagreeable to French officials, as

they were concerned that the Jesuit presence would put strain on the provisions of the French

troops who were already stationed on the island in early 1768, they nevertheless allowed it to

continue.
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The Duke of Choiseul, the French minister of foreign affairs who would be largely

responsible for annexing Corsica to the French kingdom, ordered the French troops to allow the

Jesuits to pass without difficulty. No doubt Choiseul, as one of the authors of the Third Family

Pact, was acutely aware of the importance of the Bourbon alliance and felt it imprudent to

impede Spanish ambitions.
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The French were willing to compromise in order to protect their

alliance with Spain: at a time when Europe’s “states were linked together in a tangle of rivalries”

it was advantageous to establish and then maintain alliances against common enemies—in this

case, Britian. They thus dealt with the Jesuit problem diplomatically and, at least at first, granted

Spain’s requests.
82

In late 1767 and early 1768 the Spanish learned of a small colony of Greek refugees in Ajaccio

and became intent on including them in their larger repopulation project. The Spanish already

had the administrative machinery in place to easily accommodate the new recruits—all they had

to do was modify the fuero de población published six months before. As there would already be

at least one Spanish ship sailing to Corsica to transfer unwanted Jesuits from the Americas, no

extra expense or arrangement would have to be made to secure the Greek’s transport to Spain:

they could simply board the boat for its return voyage.

The Greek colony’s origins no doubt constituted a motivating factor for the Spanish to recruit

them. The Greeks had come to Corsica from the district of Maina, on the peninsula of Morea,

Greece, an area which was thought by some contemporaries to be the home of the direct

descendants of the Lacedemonians (Spartans). Although, when Ottoman forces attacked Maina



in 1666 they did not forfeit their reputation as fearless and immensely skilled warriors, the

“bravest of all Greeks.”
83

Still, they eventually succumbed. The invaders conquered the territory

and exploited its inhabitants, offering, as one descendent of the Greek colony wrote, nothing

more than a life of slavery and misfortune.
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Though many refused to leave their homeland while war continued, approximately one thousand

individuals, led by the Stephanopoulos family of Oitylo, chose to seek asylum abroad.

Representatives were sent to Italy, and reports soon came that the Republic of Genoa had agreed

to facilitate the Greeks’ settlement on Corsica. The agreement stipulated that the settlers would

be able to hold the land which they settled, in the territories of Paomia, Ruvide, and Salogna, in

perpetual fief, contributing a certain percentage of their harvest to the Genoese and paying a

small tax.
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For the sum of forty thousand pounds, refundable in ten years, the Republic supplied

them with the necessary seeds for planting.
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In 1676 a total of 430 Greek men, women, and

children left Maina, with their bishops and priests, to begin their journey to Corsica.
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The Greeks were rumored to be hardworking and naturally gifted farmers and, rising to

expectations, they brought the lands the Genoese had granted them to an impressive level of

cultivation soon after they had settled.
88

James Boswell, who had toured the island and

befriended the leader of the Greek colony in the early 1760s, suggested that their success was

one reason why the Greeks quickly found themselves at odds with their Corsican neighbors.
89

Not only was their allegiance owed to a sovereign disliked by native islanders, but the Greeks

were uniquely prosperous on land that was not, in Corsican eyes, rightfully theirs.

Moreover, they had purposefully isolated themselves—the Greeks maintained a cohesive

community and their faith until 1768 when the Spanish solicited them.
90

Although the Greeks

had had to formally recognize the supremacy of the Pope in Rome as a condition for their

settlement in Corsica in the seventeenth century, there was a lack of pressure from the Genoese

to truly convert to Catholicism. The Greek colony therefore had had little incentive to do away

with its previous religious customs and beliefs and assimilate into a Catholic community. Their

faith was another factor which contributed to their poor relations with the native Corsicans: the



Greeks belonged to the Greek rite and continued to be spiritually administered by Orthodox

priests, worshipping in their own, separate church.

Nevertheless, how the Greeks chose to live their lives was ultimately of little interest to the

Republic of Genoa. It was the Greeks reputation for skill in the military arts, more than anything

else, that had persuaded the Genoese to offer the Greeks asylum and an advantageous contract

for settlement. When the Corsicans rebelled in 1729, an event which the Republic of Genoa had

anticipated, the Genoese called upon the settlers for assistance in quelling the uprising. There are

conflicting accounts regarding whether or not the Greeks wanted to fight, but the fact that they

did, and lost much by doing so, is not disputed. As Boswell noted:
The Genoese formed three regular companies of [the Greeks], to
whom they gave pay; and they were always employed in the most
difficult enterprises. In particular, they were detached to attempt
taking the castle of Corte from the patriots; on which occasion,
they were sorely defeated, and a great number of them were
killed.
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The Corsican rebels targeted the Greeks, whom they identified as auxiliaries of the Genoese, and

drove them from the lands which they had called home for the past sixty years and into

Ajaccio.
92

As a result of their obligations to the Genoese guarantors of their asylum, the Greek

community had lost many men and its properties. While the colony reestablished itself, its

members were disillusioned and disappointed by the role they were coerced to play in the 1729

rebellion. “The misfortunes of their original country,” wrote the Duchess d’Abrantès, a

descendent of the Greeks, a century later, had “seemed to pursue them in their new asylum!”
93

The earliest documented proposal to recruit the Greek population to immigrate to Spain was

made in early 1768 to the Council of Castile by Alfonso de Alburquerque, commander of the

ship which had been charged to transport members of the Jesuit order from the Americas to the

island. The observations and conclusions concerning the utility of transporting the Greek

population which he submitted to the Council of Castile were supplemented by reports of the

Spanish royal commissioners who were placed in Corsica at the time, Fernando Colonel and



Pedro Laforcada. They concurred that the Greek families would be worthwhile to recruit due to

their agricultural and war-fighting talents and that they should be included in the repopulation

project which was already underway.

Spanish officials had, by late 1767, turned away more than seventy foreign settlers because they

were deemed physically unfit enough to be useful.
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Recruiting the Greek colony was an

opportunity to quickly and easily transport settlers whom they already knew to be industrious.

Informed of the community’s troubled history by their commissioners on the ground, the Spanish

were confident that they could entice the Greeks to immigrate with a more stable political

atmosphere and the same benefits they were extending to all foreign recruits: free passage and

generous plots of land for which they would have to pay no taxes for ten years. In addition, the

Spanish promised to grant the Greek colony a town of their own, La Parrilla, where they could

be administered by their own priests.

Spain’s entreaties, as had been predicted and intended, were well received by the Greek colony.

When it was clear that the Corsicans were going to rebel against the treaty ceding France

sovereignty over the island, many of the Greek settlers were unwilling either to fight against the

Corsican rebels once again or to gamble on the rebels’ mercy or respect by opting for a position

of neutrality. Immigration to Spain was an opportunity to escape their precarious situation and

would provide for them even better than their original arrangements with the Genoese had.
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Spain had little reason to suspect, after it had been allowed to continue the export of its expelled

Jesuits, that the French would impede the Greek colony’s immigration to Spain. However, the

Spanish were concerned that Great Britain, quite apart from its attempts to prevent French

annexation of the island, would set its sights on the Greek colony, for, having discovered that the

Floridian territories, which they had acquired from the Spanish in 1763 at the end of the Seven

Years’ War were largely deserted, the British were engaged in a ‘repopulation’ project of their

own.
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The British government instituted easily-accessible and generous land grants for

colonists, and the newly appointed Governor of East Florida, James Grant, enticed potential

settlers with descriptions of the fecundity and abundance of the available land. Appearing



alongside his descriptions, which were published in the London Gazette, were clear instructions

on how to obtain the land grants being advertised. The propaganda was to the point: there was

wealth to be had for those willing to aggressively claim and cultivate the territories.

The question of Eastern Florida had attracted the attention of several notable individuals in

Britain, among whom there appeared to be a consensus—Greeks, it was thought, would be the

ideal colonists for the Florida territories. Archibald Menzies, who had been traveling in Greece

when the British assumed control over Eastern Florida, published upon his return to England a

pamphlet urging the British government to facilitate the immigration of Greek laborers, who he

cited as being extraordinarily “industrious” and who had many skills that could be of use to the

British.
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Much in the same tone, William Knox encouraged Greek immigration, arguing that,

should the British tolerate the Greek Orthodox faith (at least for the time being) and incur the

cost of their voyage, the Greeks would be “induced to become [British] subjects.”
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In fact, the

government did pay heed to the various recommendations, for in 1765 Dr. Andrew Turnbull, the

British consul stationed in Greece, was granted a huge tract of land
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to establish New Smyrna, a

colony that would be populated mostly by Greek immigrants from the Morea peninsula and the

island of Minorca. In 1768, England’s interests in Corsica did not solely revolve around the

protection of its strategic position in Europe as against the French—the British were, in fact, in

competition with the Spanish, also actively recruiting the Greeks of Ajaccio as colonists twice

over.

The Spanish monarchy was extremely sensitive to and concerned about the British plan to

include the Greek colony on Corsica in the colonization of Eastern Florida. “Now more than ever

[is it important to recruit the Greeks of Ajaccio],” Fernando Coronel wrote to the President of the

Council of Castile in March of 1768, “as an English ship has come, making them various offers

to come to Saint Augustine.”
100

Although the Spanish had been assured by the leader of the

colony that the Greeks had no interest in accepting Britain’s offers,
101

the information that the

British were not only capitalizing on the land that Spain had had to concede to them
102

but

potentially ruining current Spanish initiatives was an unacceptable blow to the monarchy’s pride.



The Spanish monarchy was quick to respond. Council of Castile, in drafts of the contract it

produced for the Greek settlers, made its desire to impede British activities explicit:
It’s also in our interest that [the Greeks] do not go to Florida at the
urge of the British and become our enemies…in virtue of admitting
them [to Spanish territories] the English recruitment will everyday
encounter more difficulties…while [the English] think of
populating the most distant lands of the Americas, your majesty
floods these domains with new vassals, with whom you augment
your internal forces.
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Only two months after the proposal to recruit the Greeks, the Council of Castile, on the first of

May, 1768, produced an official contract for the resettlement of the colony.
104

On 9 May the

Council dispatched copies of the contract with orders to Pablo of Olavide and two other

commissioners, Lorenzo de Tavares in Málaga and Francisco Xavier Larumbe in San Lucar de

Barrameda. Urged to accommodate the Greeks as soon as possible, Spanish officials

immediately began to arrange and prepare for the settler’s move to Spain.

That the Spanish would be willing to recruit the Greeks even though they were only nominally

Catholic is, at first, astounding. However, when situated in the context of the repopulation

project and Spain’s age-old rivalry with Britain, the decision is not surprising at all. The Greek

colony was a unique and advantageous opportunity for the Spanish monarchy: in one fell swoop

Spain could at once, with relatively little effort, transplant a notoriously industrious community,

to begin immediate cultivation of Spanish lands, and foil the plans of the British, who were

actively recruiting the Greeks for their own colonial purposes. The key for the Spanish, however,

was to successfully recruit the colony before the British did. Spain’s decision was, essentially, a

strategic and practical response to Britain’s looming competition.

The British believed that Spain would refrain from recruiting any non-Catholic peoples. Similar

to Russia in Eastern Europe, it was thought, Britain could gain industrious Greek colonists for its

territories by virtue of religious tolerance. This was echoed in Menzies’ publication, which

argued that religion would be “a bar to [the Greeks] forming connections with French or

Spaniards” and that Britain should therefore actively recruit them as one way to get the better of



its European rivals.
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Of course, Menzies was speaking of the Greeks he had encountered in the

Levant, and not specifically of the Greek colony on Corsica, but the strategy was a general one.

Britain clearly underestimated Spanish flexibility. Reacting to British policies, the Spanish

administration was willing to overlook the religion of its recruits in order to carry out its

pragmatic goals, a fact whose recognition profoundly undermines the caricature of Spain as an

inflexible and backward European power blinded and impeded by its religiosity. In a way, this

flexibility and discrete tolerance was in line with Charles III’s anti-papism and policies which

brought the Church further under the purview of the state; although the Church maintained a

great deal of its structure and influence, it was no longer independent and was expected to act, by

the King and his ministers, as a party to reform.
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Exercising unprecedented control over the

clerical establishment, the Spanish monarchy had no trouble carrying out its plans for practical

economic reform and simply wagering that, in the long run, the Greeks would intermarry with

Spaniards and, eventually, truly convert to Catholicism.

While France initially agreed to allow the transfer of the Greek families, the growing unrest of

the Corsican population changed the political atmosphere on the island and prompted the French

to stall. When rebels took partial control of Ajaccio, the Greek settlement came to be viewed as a

strategic asset for the French forces,
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serving as leverage against the Corsicans who had

infiltrated the port city.
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After numerous delays and purposefully ambiguous correspondence

between the Spanish and French courts, by August of 1768 the French finally made it clear that,

in light of the circumstances, they could not allow the Greeks to leave the island. Nonplussed

that the French had reneged on their agreement and “wrecked” their plans, the Spanish officials

complained amongst themselves, fully persuaded that had the island still been Genoan hands

their project would have been carried out.
109

Ultimately, however, that the Spanish failed to recruit the Greek colony in the end was and is

unimportant. In practical terms, 140 Greek families did not, after all, constitute a monumental

loss—they had only been tacked on to the six thousand other individuals who were immigrating



to Spain. The Spanish monarchy decided, and wisely so, that the incident did not constitute a

grave enough offence to warrant any reaction which could jeopardize Spanish and French

relations and their alliance against Great Britain. For purposes of our argument, meanwhile, the

importance in the Greco-Corsican episode lies in the fact of the attempt to recruit, not its success

or failure. In the interest of bolstering its repopulation project and keeping Britain on its toes,

Spain cast aside religious concerns and risked its precious bargaining power to invite

non-Catholics to its heartland.*

Conclusion
Mid eighteenth-century Spain, rather than being judged a backward kingdom in economic and

social decay in the context of general European modernization, or a country which strove to

imitate the enlightenment of other countries, is characterized by agressive and deliberative action

toward the improvement of its domestic and international standing. The Council of Castile drew

on long-standing colonial settlement policies to shapes its domestic reform project of 1767 to

repopulate and cultivate the barren Spanish countryside, believing that it could govern Spain in

an optimally efficient and productive way and, by extension, strengthen her in the face of



competition from powerful neighbors. This repopulation project, rather than being borrowed

from contemporary enlightenment theories, is rooted in a Spanish history of colonization.

Furthermore, Spain be cannot be considered as xenophobic or fanatically religious as it has

erstwhile been described. Though Catholicism was always articulated as a prerequisite to settling

within Spanish territories, the fact that the Greek colony, which very nearly joined the thousands

of German and Flemish colonists who were delivered by Thurriegel and his associates, was only

nominally Catholic, and essentially Orthodox in creed, highlights the pragmatic disposition of

the governing Council and Charles himself in the 1760s. Pressured by the successful activities of

other European powers, and acutely aware of longstanding domestic problems and drawbacks to

the contemporary economic and agricultural systems within the Iberian peninsula, the

administration was willing reconsider or bend its requirements in order to remain competitive.

This is not to say that they actively recruited non-Catholic foreign laborers on a broader scale,

but rather that, when an opportune moment presented itself, they were ready to take advantage of

it.

This thesis has attempted to study and pinpoint a specific episode’s place in the complex and

dynamic context of European rivalries as well as situate it in the context of Spain’s history. The

purpose has not been to advocate for a Spanish place in the history of enlightened despotism and

the policies of the European “Enlightenment,” or argue that all prior conceptions regarding

religiosity, unsuccessful reform, or the extent to which diplomacy was utilized have been false.

The Bourbon eighteenth century was indeed a century in which the Inquisition as an institution

endured, the Church maintained a great deal of its property, in which the majority of the

population lived in extreme poverty, and during which Spain experienced drastic demographic

change due to its tremendous population growth and the strife that resulted from a network of

static agricultural and economic policies. These ‘facts’ of Spanish history, however, have nearly

always been embedded within a larger narrative of modernization in which they serve to separate

or contrast Spain from more ‘advanced’ nations—a historiographical tradition I have, in this

project, hopefully left behind.



Epilogue
“There is a story relative to the family name of the Bonapartes,” wrote a Mr. Tennent in an 1867

issue of Notes & Queries, “that somewhat excites the curiosity as to the amount of truth which it

may contain.” He continued:
…one of the persons…employed by Napoleon to rouse the Greeks
in 1798 [in preparation to descend upon Egypt] was named
Stephanopoli; and one of the arguments which he used was that
Napoleon himself was a Greek in blood, and a Mainote by birth,
being descended from one of the exiles who took refuge at Ajaccio
in 1673. The name of this family he said was Calomeri, Kαλομεριs,
which the Corsicans accomodated to their own dialect by
translating it into Buonaparte…it is desirable to know whether it
has ever been authoritatively denied…
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In response to his query, another author wrote two months later:

I am happy to be able to assert with confidence, and on the
authority of General Kallergie, the intimate friend of the present
Emperor, of Prince Pitzipios, and others, that the story devised by
Nicholas Stephanopoulos, and mentioned by his niece the Duchess
d’Abrantes in her Memoirs, that Napoleon was a Greek in blood
and a Maniote by birth, being descended from the family of
Calomeri who took refuge at Ajaccio Corsica, was never
authoritatively denied.
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Napoleon’s origins have never been confirmed, but this legend of his Greek “extraction,”

amongst various others, has persisted to the present day. However, it is likely that Napoleon was

not born to Greek parents, despite the latter author’s confidence in his geneology.
112

While the

theory was, as he writes, never officially denied, it was never affirmed either. In the cited

memoirs of the Duchess d’Abrantès, she does not, in fact, assert that Napoleon was Greek, but

merely acknowledges the possibility that it could be true.
113

At the very least, however, it

appeared as though Napoléon knew and grew up with members of the Greek colony, the Duchess

herself being descended from them, and that he expressed admiration for their lifestyle and

customs later in his life.

Nevertheless, on the off-chance that Napoleon was, in fact, descended from the Greek refugees

in Ajaccio, perhaps it can be said that something ‘went wrong’ in Spain in the eighteenth century

after all. What went wrong, however, was not excessive religiosity, backwards economics, or

lack of modernization and liberalism. Rather, the failure (or, better put, stroke of bad luck) can

be found in what would have to be considered, in the end, not a trivial but monumental debacle:

had the Spanish monarchy fought harder and succeeded in transferring the Greeks in Ajaccio to

Sierra Morena and Andalusia, they might have changed or, for that matter, completely robbed

France of its Napoleonic legacy.
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